Late stage lead attrition in biotech & pharma R&D

The cost of bringing a new drug or therapy to market has nearly tripled in the past 10 years to approximately 1.8 billion US$\textsuperscript{1}. This is causing severe pressure on the long term sustainability of biomedical R&D. One of the main causes for this steady increase in costs is the high attrition rate of leads occurring very late in the approval process, especially in the most expensive clinical Phase II & III stages. Increasing ‘intended’ attrition in the early stages of biomedical R&D (i.e. identifying low quality leads as soon as possible) and as a result bringing down late stage attrition is one of the most important priorities in biotech & pharma R&D today.

BRAIN\textsuperscript{[Ξ]} – addressing lead attrition

BRAIN addresses the issue of late stage lead attrition by providing unprecedented levels of access to life sciences knowledge to researchers throughout the entire R&D and approval lifecycle. One of the key elements is the abundance of publicly available information. It is hard to imagine answering today’s research questions without consultation of key public resources such as Pubmed, Swissprot, Drugbank or the US Patent Office Database. Getting useful results from these data sources however is very challenging: there is too much relevant data and information is stored in too many disconnected data sources. Manually searching all these sources is time consuming; the results are at best incomplete and making the connections between results found is simply impossible. This situation is one of the biggest frustrations of life scientists today.

BRAIN\textsuperscript{[Ξ]} – The Euretos ‘Bio Relations and Intelligence Network’

The Euretos’ Bio Relations and Intelligence Network [BRAIN\textsuperscript{[Ξ]}] brings together an unprecedented range of scientifically high value data sources [see insert on the left]. BRAIN\textsuperscript{[Ξ]} reads these sources, recognises the terms mentioned and stores the statements involving these terms as a relation between the terms. BRAIN\textsuperscript{[Ξ]} thus provides one single, ‘bio relations’ view on all underlying data sources. Updates of sources and new sources are continuously added to BRAIN\textsuperscript{[Ξ]} allowing it to provide immediate alerts. With BRAIN\textsuperscript{[Ξ]} you are able to:

- Deepen the understanding of disease mechanisms
- Increase the number of high quality leads
- Decrease wasted investment in lead optimisation infrastructure and capacity
- Assess more effectively pre-clinical in vitro and in vivo test results
- Be alerted immediately on pinpointed hypotheses that are essential to R&D success

\textsuperscript{1} (Nature Reviews Drug Discovery, March 2010, on R&D for pharmaceutical and small biotechnology companies)
Get answers ‘now’!

With BRAIN[^1], key research questions can be answered that till now took either days of effort or were simply too complex to undertake. Imagine getting answers to the following questions with just a few clicks:

- “Rank a given set of potential leads on their ADME-T properties”
- “Which cell surface proteins have high expression in kidney tissue and low ones in others?”
- “Which biomarkers of hepatocellular carcinoma are part of the cirrhosis pathway”
- “How does LTB4 play a role in pulmonary hypertension”
- “List me all the oxidoreductase inhibitors active at <100 nM in both human and mouse”
- “List all co-factors for the enzymes shorter than 300 AA in Hexose Transport”
- “Which SNPs are associated with colour in my crop species?”
- “Is there an explanation in literature for an association I found in a high throughput data set?”
- “For a specific receptor give me all known agonists”
- “For a given protein-protein interaction give me all known inhibitors”

Unique value

BRAIN[^1] is simply unique and provides value that is not available elsewhere:

- It contains over 99% of biomedical and biochemical life sciences concepts by leveraging the most important and widely used life sciences ontologies.
- It brings together an unprecedented scope of public scientific data sources ranging from publications to gene databases, protein data sets, pathway spaces and patent information.
- These data sources are updated and new sources are added continuously by Euretos.
- All data is read, recognised and stored as relations enabling all data to be linked.
- All redundancy is removed from the data sources by making sure each term or relation is fully recognised and therefore stored only once.
- All relations are ‘scientifically valued’; for each statement a scientific value is created based on the number of reputable sources or scientists that have contributed to the statement.
- You can always drill down to the underlying publications or data sources to explore at the source level.

Benefits

By using BRAIN[^1] especially at the early stages of the R&D cycle, lead quality will improve, lowering late stage lead attrition. This will have direct impact on the costs levels and lead time of the biomedical R&D and approval process.

Contact

If you would like to know more about how BRAIN[^1] can improve the return on your R&D investments visit our website [www.euretos.com](http://www.euretos.com) or contact us at: Information@euretos.com

---

[^1]: Euretos is a start-up that was founded in 2012. The company is privately held. The founders of Euretos have extensive backgrounds in bio-informatics & semantics, IT integration and IT support, network solutions, big data solutions and decision support applications. Euretos works closely with a number of leading academic partners including Leiden University Medical Center, the Dutch Techcenter for life Sciences, the Netherlands eScience center and the Erasmus University Medical Center.
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